LAURA POITRAS was born in 1964 in Boston. She lives in New York and works internationally.

9/11 TRILOGY

**IO95 INSPECTION COMMENTS**

**PAX NOT AT GATE 6 COUNTER**

**LOCATION: JFK**

**PAX WAS A MATCH TO BOTH ANGUS**

**REQUESTED FULL SECONDARY COPY OF DOCS AND POCKET LITTER ALL OF THAT REQ**

**USED INK WAS CONTAINED**

**PAX'S CARRY ON**

**RAG AND 2 CHECKED BAGS WERE SEARCHED 100% W/NEGATIVE RESULTS**

**RAGS WERE TEAR AWAY**

**PAX WAS COOPERATIVE TO AN EXTENT BUT TOOK IN**

**OVER DURING EXAMINATION AND ASKED FOR THE NAMES OF THE OFFICERS PERFORMING SAID**

**EXAM/PAX WAS THANKED FOR HIS COOPERATION AND ESCORTED THROUGH BAGGAGE AREA**

---

**SUBJECT: POITRAS, Laura**

**DATE: 9/24/98**

1055hrs: Subject was requested via in-person to report at JFK to give 6 to effect bypass of Subject.

1305hrs: Flight 8K 261 from Delhi, DXE arrives at JFK Terminal 4/Gate 6.

1445hrs: Subject is met at gate and escorted to CBP's to TIS area.

1455hrs: Subject is referred into Passport Control Secondary to begin exam.

1500hrs: Subject's bags are searched by CBP.

1530hrs: Subject's two checked bags arrive and are brought to secondary office.

1545hrs: Subject's bags are searched by CBP.

1550hrs: A call is placed to JTF-TECH and CBP. CBP states that Subject is cleared for release.

1555hrs: Subject is escorted through baggage control area and thanked for her cooperation.

Notes: Subject was cooperative to an extent during this examination. The Subject took frequent notes during exam and requested the names of the two officers conducting the exam. The Subject also voiced dismay at going through this process "every time" she travels and asked for a suggestion as to how she can avoid this in the future. Subject was given comment card and repeatedly thanked for her cooperation.
U.S. Military Interrogation
Afghanistan, 2001

0322 CESO: [CAMPAIGN] and CESO [CAMPAIGN] escorted pax LAURA POITRAS d.o.b. 02/02/1964 to JP Secondary. At 0327 CESO [CAMPAIGN] assisted pax Poitras in re-trialing her checked baggage from the luggage claim. Pax Poitras two checked bags were brought into secondary for inspection. Pax Poitras also had one carry on bag and one purse. At 0335 CESO [CAMPAIGN] started searching pax Poitras baggage. During the baggage search Pax Poitras engaged in conversation, stating that this was the 15th time she had been stopped and escorted from the flight and questioned. Pax Poitras stated that she was a film maker and made the documentary film "My Country" about the war in Iraq. Pax stated that since her film was released she has been getting escorted from the plane into secondary every time she enters the US. Pax Poitras also stated that she has contacted Senator [REDacted] and other Government representatives about her being "flagged" and yet is still is stopped everywhere she enters the US. At 0445 the baggage search ended with negative results. Pax was notified and released. Pax was released at 0502. Pax was released from the FBI w/o incident. Pax was offered a consent card but declined it.